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Sweet Air, a solo exhibition of line drawings (NG pop-up Gallery, 
Chippendale, Sydney, 22 August–13 September) and Still Fast a site-specific 
animation are situated within the field of contemporary visual communication 
and design.
There has been a resurgence of interest in drawing in recent years as 
testified by the activities of research centres such as The Drawing Room, 
London and The Drawing Centre, New York. Evaluations of hand drawing 
continue to have relevance in light of developments in digital technology. 
Sweet Air comprised a collection of 400 black and white line drawings on 
paper, with key visual motifs and icons developed through multiple iterations. 
The investigation resulted in the development of a personal, visual lexicon; 
playful, pictographic symbols to represent both ordinary and life-changing 
experiences. The work also addressed questions relating to the experience of 
drawing, both as an activity and as a form of communication. Animation 
filmmaker Norman McLaren has spoken of the space between frames. A key 
focus was not only the simplification of form through line but also the use of 
negative space.
Still Fast, a drawn animation, builds on the iconography developed in 
Sweet Air. Gesture and mark making are investigated further through the 
animation process. Specifically, Still Fast  explores movement languages for 
animation beyond conventional story telling forms, the evidence of rough, 
inaccurate and unpredictable line work becomes amplified across time. 

































Video file of a short sequence from 
the full work 
(click on screen to activate)
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